
This list was commissioned by a patron who was an avid mystery and Western reader and had
liked the Margaret Mizushima's books. We have a lot of patrons who enjoy both genres, so this
subgenre can be a great choice for them when they're looking for something new to read. I
included one author in this list but not in his personal recommendations since he'd tried their
work but didn't particularly care for it. Most of the books are set in the West but others are
Easterns that still have a strong sense of place, protagonists with outdoorsy jobs, and lots of
rugged, outdoor action. They should still appeal to many fans of Westerns despite the setting
differences. 

Craig Johnson’s Walt Longmire series. Rural Wyoming sheriff solves crimes. These rugged books
follow the main character’s complex murder cases, as well as his personal life and the quirky locals. 
CJ Box's Joe Pickett series. Action-packed, fast-paced, and violent series about a Wyoming game
warden and his cases. Lots of well-rounded characters to go along with the mysteries. 
Tony Hillerman’s Leaphorn and Chee novels. Fast-paced, intriguing series about two Navajo tribal
policeman in modern times on the extensive Navajo reservation in the Southwest. Hillerman is a great
storyteller who crafts vivid settings. The books feature a lot of Navajo mythology, religion, and culture as
well. 
Paul Doiron’s Mike Bowditch books. More of an Eastern than a Western—they’re about a game
warden in Maine. But they feature rugged terrain, and Doiron has a knack for crafting well-written, action-
packed mysteries. Recommended for Mizushima fans. 
Nevada Barr’s Anna Pigeon mystery series. These books are recommended for Mizushima fans and
follow a park ranger on assignments across the United States. Lots of gorgeous scenery and dark crimes. 
William Kent Krueger’s Cork O’Connor mysteries. Fast-paced mysteries with well-rounded characters
that center on a small-town cop in rural Northern Minnesota. The harsh setting is integral to the story, and
Cork often ends up dealing with the local Ojibwe reservation in the course of his investigations.
Recommended for Mizushima fans. 
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